Attendance: (Officers) Kate-Lynn Walsh, Rachel Norris, Mandy Bailey, Joey Patton, Joshua Wadler, Noah Myers.

Begin 4:10pm

GROUNDHOG DAY! This Thursday at 8pm at Sooner Legends. $5 for food, $7 for drinks and food.

Outreach Events- Joey Patton

We have 4 events planned for the semester and are looking into 2 more. We are still waiting for a response from the 2 elementary school teachers as well.

Restructuring of meetings- Kate-Lynn Walsh

We will have 4 committees starting next month: Speakers, Social, Outreach and Freshmen. The officers would be split between the Speaker and the Social Committees and be the only voting members of said committees. The President and Vice President are the chairs of each committee respectively. The other two committees are composed of officers and general members, and would be chaired by the Outreach Coordinator and Freshmen Representatives respectively.

Next meeting!

February 24th Efren Afante will be speaking at our general meeting. We will be having Slim Chicken’s for dinner at the meeting.

Big Event and Relay for Life are being planned. The team will be setup with OWL for Big Event this month. Relay for Life team is being created next week.

TORNADO WORKHOP STARTS IN 2 HOURS!!

EVENT HASHTAG: #torcast
ou.tornado.workshop@gmail.com and the youtube comment section for questions.

Future Events!

Mr. Meteorology- TBA
Benefit Bash- TBA
Big Event- April 11th
Relay for Life- April 24th
Who’s Forecast Is It Anyway- TBA
SPC Forecasting Workshop- EVERY TUESDAY 7:30pm

NEXT GENERAL MEETING: FEBRUARY 24th

Adjourned 5:34pm.